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Introduction

Since 2005, there have been fan communities engaged in a variety of 
online queer reading activities devoted to the sensational Chinese reality 
TV show, Super Girl (Hunan Satellite Television Station, 2004–2011). 
Super Girl (hereafter SG) is an American Idol-style singing contest that 
only allows female participants. The highlight of this show, however, is the
large number of contestants who look either “boyish” or “androgynous.”1 
Like many gay contestants on American Idol, who “have largely kept their 
[queer] identity under wraps,”2 these female contestants on SG have never
been willing to talk about their sexual orientations in public. The latent 
intimate relationships between these contestants, though, are the focal 
point of the show’s online slash fandoms.

This essay presents a case study of one of the largest and most popular 
slash fan sites for SG, Fei Se Chao Nv (hereafter FSCN). This site was built 
in 2006 and features slash gossip, slash vidding, and slash writings. By the
end of August 2013, it had more than 459,000 entries and over 3,200 
threads. The fan discourses on FSCN represent tensions between fans’ 
own slash identities, queer desires, and normative assumptions regarding 
lesbianism in cyberspace. The ways in which FSCN fans manage to isolate 
their virtual queer fantasies from both online and offline mainstream 
environments and their responses to nonfictional lesbian topics—
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including the real-world lesbian scandals involving SG celebrities—signify
that FSCN is an imaginative, self-contained place for voicing fictional 
queer desires. Yet, there is evidence that suggests that FSCN does not 
solely serve as an empowering utopia that fully resists and subverts 
heterosexual hegemony. 

Although the online fandoms of some androgynous SG celebrities have 
become sites for fans to celebrate and emulate non-hegemonic aspects of 
gender and sexuality,3 there is some discord between the celebrities’ 
online mainstream and slash fandoms. Recent scholarship on SG fandom 
indicates that mainstream SG fan communities often reject queer readings
of SG contestants.4 One Chinese slash fandom scholar, Ling Yang, has given 
two possible explanations for mainstream fans’ reactions. According to 
her, mainstream fans reject queer readings of SG celebrities because of 
their distorted understandings of lesbianism or because of their exclusive 
love for one particular SG celebrity.5 In light of these responses from 
mainstream fans, Yang argues that FSCN functions as an inclusive, 
supportive cultural environment for homoerotic narratives and queer 
communities to be formed.6 However, I argue that Yang and others’ 
conceptualizations of online SG fan subcultures simplify the intricate 
cultural discourses fans draw upon to voice their desires for 
unconventional gender and sexual performances, as well as ignore the 
dynamics of fans’ cultural identities in cyberspace.

This essay contends that FSCN acts as an imaginative, self-contained space
that allows for the expression of fictional queer desires but does not 
function entirely as a liberating, non-heteronormative space as suggested 
in other writings on online SG fandoms. I argue that an examination of fan 
discourses on FSCN indicates how this slash fan site acts as a middle 
ground between normative notions of deviant lesbianism and queer 
fantasies about media characters. Fans often project normative cultural 
positions onto their virtual slash practices and, as a result, constantly 
suspend their queer challenging of mainstream culture’s heteronormative 
ideologies. 

Online SG Mainstream and Slash Fandom Discourses

FSCN is one of many fan forums built on Baidu Post Bar (hereafter Baidu). 
As the most popular virtual communication site in mainland China, Baidu 
allows individual netizens to set up forums, create threads, share 
information, and communicate with one another. As of 2012, it has more 
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than two million forums, most of which are online fandoms of 
entertainment media and popular culture worldwide. Both online SG slash
and mainstream fandoms were set up on Baidu in 2005. The mainstream 
forums are named after individual SG celebrities and considered to be an 
official site for fans to share information about their idols. They are also 
filled with heterocentric fan activities focused on the show’s androgynous 
celebrities. For instance, in order to refute lesbian rumors about SG 
celebrities whose outward appearance and personality are not 
traditionally feminine, fans post pictures showing the effeminate side of 
the celebrities, intentionally circulate gossip regarding the ambiguous 
relationships between SG celebrities and male stars, and share either fan-
made or official audiovisual materials that feature fictional heterosexual 
romance stories about SG celebrities. Some fans also write heterosexual 
fan fiction and circulate them using sub-forums. Many SG celebrities often 
visit their mainstream fan forums, read fan entries, and communicate with
their fans using Baidu.

It is necessary to note that most SG mainstream and slash forums are not 
access-controlled and allow visitors to read and respond to others’ posts 
without registering as formal users. This feature enables SG fans to visit 
and/or engage in both mainstream and slash fandoms online. Many slash 
fans frequently go to mainstream sites to look for information that can be 
subject to queer interpretations. It is also common for mainstream fans to 
participate in online slash fandoms of their idols. Yet, this unique feature 
of online SG fandoms sometimes results in conflicts over queer readings 
of celebrities between mainstream fans and slash fans. Some  fans post 
anti-slash entries on FSCN and condemn queer readings as personal 
affronts to SG celebrities. In response to these posts, several senior slash 
fans have openly declared that they do not identify as mainstream, “pure” 
fans (Chun Fen) of any individual SG celebrity and openly scorn 
mainstream fandoms.7 In a few extreme cases, some online SG slash 
fandoms have been hacked by mainstream fans or even forced to move to 
other communication platforms.8

Still, online SG fandoms allow fans to occupy both mainstream and slash 
identities and engage with heterocentric and queer discourses on female 
sexuality in different types of fan forums, thus encouraging slash fans to 
move between the offline normative, the online mainstream, and the 
virtual queer. While mainstream forums resemble offline, local, 
heteronormative society, slash fan sites assist some SG fans in partially 
evading the repression, restraints, and discrimination against queer 
identity in online and offline mainstream spaces. To some extent, the 
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plurality and performativity of SG fan identities confirm Alexander Doty’s 
argument that “the queer often operates within the nonqueer, as the 
nonqueer does within the queer.”9 Yet, SG slash fans’ paradoxical claims to 
both their of their both online and offline mainstream identities further 
complicates the cultural discourses in which they struggle to articulate 
their queer readings of the show’s contestants.

Slash Identities of SG Fans on FSCN

The online queer reading practices of slash fans defy heteronormative 
readings of the SG celebrities. However, slash fans’ hegemonic positions in
both mainstream online and offline spaces often confine their queer 
desires to virtual, imagined worlds, often hindering a complete 
transformation of imaginative queer practices in their online and offline 
interactions. In some cases, the real-world othering of lesbianism is 
reiterated and imposed within online slash fandoms. The slash discourses 
that allow room for expression of queer desires force virtual queerness to 
face real-life lesbianism and the taboos surrounding it. FSCN thus can be 
read as a site of negotiation between fans’ queer desires and the 
heteronormative ideologies of mainstream society. 

One particularly interesting characteristic of FSCN is that most of its slash 
fans have multiple pseudonyms. The names fans create on FSCN reflect 
their interests in queering the SG celebrities they post about. Fans refer to 
online usernames as “waist coat(s)/clothes/skin(s)” (Ma Jia/Yi Fu/Pi) and
call the act of switching pseudonyms when moving from one site to 
another as a “change of waist coats/clothes/skins” (Huan Ma Jia or Tuo Yi 
Fu/Pi). However, many slash fans on FSCN employ usernames different 
from the ones they use to post information on mainstream forums, and 
many of them tend to hide their slash identities from other mainstream 
fans by switching between their mainstream and slash pseudonyms. SG 
slash fans’ desire to keep their identities secret and untraceable on FSCN 
is so intense that when their mainstream usernames are sometimes 
traced back to their slash pseudonyms (it often happens when fans forget 
to change their pseudonyms) they beg that their slash identities not be 
revealed and delete their entries posted on slash sites.10 A senior fan on 
FSCN who discovered other slash fans’ mainstream names also made fun 
of these fans’ “carelessness” by saying, “You guys often forget to change 
clothes. Now the evidence against you has fallen into my hands.”11 As a few
anonymous fans revealed during discussions of switching usernames, 
they do not use their mainstream names on FSCN so as to keep their 
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participation in queer readings on slash sites secret from fans on 
mainstream sites.12 

As Constance Penley argues, “fans use pseudonyms not just for the joyful 
and imaginative expression of alternative and shifting identities. They also
have something to hide.”13 Susanne Jung also feels that “many fans use 
pseudonyms, aware of the fact that their ‘hobby’ may not stand well with 
friends, family or employers.”14 SG fans’ concealment of their slash 
identities, then, helps build an online “closet.” While they are able to 
celebrate their queerness in this virtual closet, their refusal to come out of
this online slash closet shows that they are aware that their queer 
fantasies are considered deviant and unacceptable in mainstream online 
fan forums. By employing and frequently changing pseudonyms on FSCN, 
SG fans manage to maintain their normative roles and keep their 
“abnormal” queer activities hidden from fans on mainstream sites.

The inclination of SG fans to uphold their normative identities in 
mainstream spaces is also shown in the ways these fans perceive their 
own slash activity. Some fans advise others not to post queer discussions 
of SG celebrities on mainstream sites, as they believe it will get SG slash 
fans into a lot of trouble.15 Also, when SG slash fans post pictures and 
information borrowed from mainstream sites, they refer to these acts as 
“stealing” (Tou). The negative connotation of this ubiquitous virtual 
practice is symbolic of the association of slashing with underground, 
illegal activities that are supposed to be kept secret. SG slash fans also use 
the word “convulse” (Chou) to refer to the queering of official materials 
drawn from mainstream media, which suggests that these fans perceive 
their queer readings as abnormal, insane behavior. SG slash fans therefore
constantly reference the homophobic nature of mainstream Chinese 
culture by framing their slash practices on FSCN in these ways. In doing 
so, they are able to voice their queer desires and protect their non-
mainstream, imaginative space while still performing in conformity with 
dominant ideologies that ostracize queer cultures in online and offline 
spaces. 

Queer desires, although no longer officially pathologized or criminalized, 
are still positioned as unjustified lust or psychological perversion in 
heteronormative Chinese popular culture.16 Even though SG slash fans can
confine their queer fantasies within a virtual, non-mainstream space on 
FSCN, there is still a fear of being censured by online heteronormative fan 
communities. 
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they are able to voice their queer desires and protect their non-
mainstream, imaginative space while still performing in conformity with 
dominant ideologies that ostracize queer cultures in both online and off-
line spaces.

“FSCN is not about ‘Lesbian’”

FSCN is a femslash online fandom that emphasizes potential lesbian 
romances among SG celebrities. Since some fans might self-identify as 
queer, it would be a mistake to assume that all fans on FSCN uphold 
normative identities in online and offline spaces. Such fans may not try to 
deny their slash identities or necessarily feel uncomfortable with 
queering popular cultural texts and celebrity figures.17 Yet, the slash 
activities on FSCN often exclude nonfictional lesbian topics and the voices 
of self-identified queer fans. This aspect of FSCN further unmasks some of 
its fans’ compliance with the hegemonic ideology that invalidates real-life 
lesbian desire. 

FSCN administrators frequently delete threads that discuss slash fans’ 
sexual orientations and monitor the number of self-identified butch and 
femme lesbians among site users. One of the main administrators of this 
forum, A Xiu Luo Zhi Shu Hai (hereafter AXLZSH), in response to fan 
discussions involving feminist and lesbian topics on FSCN, declared that 
“FSCN is neither a center for feminists nor a rallying point for lesbians.”18 
Similarly, in a thread announcing the records of banned usernames and 
posts that had been deleted on FSCN, one fan asserted, “[some lesbian-
themed] posts should be deleted, because [FSCN] is not a lesbian forum. 
Lesbian topics are not compatible with the content and nature of the FSCN
forum.”19 In addition, some FSCN slash fans often stress that “exclusive 
pairings” (Wang Dao) of the SG celebrities are not about homosexuality or 
perversion.20 In a thread about “random discussions” (Guan Shui) on 
FSCN, AXLZSH explained the reason for eliminating nonfictional lesbian 
topics on the forum in this way: “FSCN is a gathering point for female GL 
fans (Tong Ren Nv), [and] female GL fans are not homosexuals.”21

What makes this kind of anti-lesbianism yet pro-GL statement on FSCN 
intriguing is how it gets discussed in a popular thread about lesbian 
media worldwide. In May 2007, AXLZSH created a thread titled “Beauty 
Comes in Twos—A Building of GL Pictures” (Mei Ren Cheng Shuang—GL 
Tu Lou ).22 In the thread, AXLZSH posted hundreds of homoerotic images 
drawn from Chinese lesbian movies, Japanese Girls’ love (hereafter GL) 
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comic books, American television shows featuring lesbians, Asian 
advertisements with lesbian connotations, and candid photos of real-life 
lesbians. As of August 2013, this thread has had more than 2,100 entries. 
In the descriptions of the posted pictures, AXLZSH states that “these kinds
of pictures have nothing to do with lesbian-themed topics.”23 Throughout 
the thread, AXLZSH emphasizes that all of these homoerotic media 
images, including the American TV show about lesbian sexuality, The L 
Word (Showtime, 2004–2009), are GL and not about lesbianism. This 
awkward categorizing of fictional, lesbian media as non-lesbian can be 
explained by a commonly shared belief in Chinese GL fan culture. GL is 
usually thought of as imagined, fictional romantic/sexual relationships 
between females, while lesbian/lesbianism are terms that refer to real-
world, nonfictional lesbian identities, desires, and relationships.24 
Although some of the images on this thread clearly present real-life 
lesbians, AXLZSH denies that it has anything to do with “lesbian-themed 
topics” and tries to differentiate the lesbian media images fans fantasize 
about and nonfictional, real-world lesbianism. This denial illustrates how 
FSCN acts as a space where fans are invited to participate in virtual 
homosocial/homoerotic desires and fantasies but restricts queer fans’ 
discussions of nonfictional lesbian desires.

FSCN’s privileging of fans’ slash activities over the practices of self-
identified lesbians, although aimed at validating the status of the online 
slash culture, eventually produces a cultural hierarchy within this fandom.
In her discussions of racial and gender discrimination within slash 
fandoms, Alexis Lothian opines that slash fans often make their queer 
social spaces “exclusionary, revolutionizing the lives of only a chosen 
few.”25 Indeed, slash cultures often embrace many problematic, 
discriminatory characteristics of mainstream cultures. The exclusion of 
real-world lesbian topics by AXLZSH and some other fans on FSCN  
theirindicates slash fans’ eagerness for gaining legitimacy and obtaining a 
seemingly more justifiable cultural position in society. The ways these 
fans perform virtual queerness is through distancing FSCN from culturally
stigmatized, real-world lesbianism and lesbians, and thus unveils FSCN’s 
function as an invisible regulatory tool that serves to elevate fans’ own 
status as “virtual, non-lesbian, slash fans” as opposed to lesbian-identified 
subjects. Yet, as Lucetta Yip Lo Kam  explains, the silencing of lesbian-
related issues and expressions should be understood “as [a] culturally 
specific for[m] of homophobia” widely circulated in dominant Chinese 
cultural discourses. Cultural discrimination on FSCN thus makes this slash
fandom not only exclusionary but also partially homophobic.26 This 
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paradoxical aspect of FSCN is exemplified especially in its fans’ queer 
readings of SG celebrities.

Queer Readings and the Real-World Sexualities of SG 
Celebrities

A large number of FSCN fans are reluctant and even resistant to discussing
the real-life sexual orientations of SG celebrities. However, in the past fans 
have questioned the legitimacy of their queer reading practices when 
their queer fantasies about certain SG celebrities start to blur the line 
between the media images of SG characters and contestants’ real lives. For
example, many fans who participate in FSCN’s forums exhort others to be 
aware of the distinction between “reality” and what they refer to as the 
“imaginary queer.” These fans’ panic over real-life lesbianism can be better
illustrated by examining their queer readings of one of the most popular 
2006 SG contestants, Liyang Liu. 

In the thread titled “[Guangzhou Competition Zone] A Building of Pictures 
of Guangzhou Fellow Student Liu” ([Guangzhou Sai Qv] Guangzhou Liu 
Tong Xue Tu Lou), fans actively post pictures of Liu, commemorate Liu’s 
androgynous persona, and conduct queer readings of the homosocial 
bonds between Liu and other SG celebrities.27 This thread was created in 
July 2006 and is still active. As of August 2013, it has had nearly 900,000 
hits and more than 23,000 entries.However,afew posts in the thread 
directly point to Liu’s potential lesbian identity in real life In their queer 
reading of Liu, fans devote most of their attention to how “dreamy” and 
“princely” her outward appearance is.28 However, few posts in the thread 
directly point to Liu’s potential lesbian identity in real life. Most of the 
fans’ comments avoid connecting her tomboyish look with a butch 
identity through framing her offscreen androgyny as a style trend. Fans 
frequently employ traditional expressions used to describe women, such 
as “pretty,” “beautiful,” “innocent,” “graceful,” and “elegant,” to praise Liu’s 
appearance. These words have no obvious lesbian connotations, but are 
discursive expressions used by fans to normalize and advocate for Liu’s 
androgyny and help fans avoid the stigmatization and persecution 
associated with lesbian desire. Also, the fans on this thread often praise 
Liu for her “both beautiful and handsome” (You Shuai You Mei) look. In 
doing so, they categorize Liu’s androgynous appearance as a type of 
Chinese “female masculinity” that embodies desirable masculine and 
feminine traits.29 Through this framing of Liu’s nontraditional gender and 
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sexual performances, fans promote Liu’s androgyny as a fad performance 
and avoid linking it explicitly to lesbian or trans identities. 

This tendency to avoid discussions regarding Liu’s sexual orientation on 
FSCN was made apparent when Liu was involved in a scandal that 
revealed her lesbian identity. In June 2010, Liu’s ex-girlfriend spoke out 
about their lesbian relationship and posted their text messages, pictures, 
and chat records in a blog.30 Right after this scandal erupted, the queer 
readings of and slash writings about Liu on FSCN, which had been ongoing
for more than four years, suddenly died down. Although not a single fan 
straightforwardly discussed this scandal in Liu’s thread, a few posts 
revealed fans’ir disappointment. One FSCN fan sarcastically suggested 
that the sudden silence and feigned nonchalance expressed by this 
fandom was akin to the tale of “The Emperor’s New Clothes.”31 Several 
fans also said they believed Liu was a good person and hoped she would 
eventually find a decent lover.32 One anonymous fan expressed her 
frustration with the scandal, stating, “[I will] always believe that she is a 
nice person. [I] hope all will turn out well.”33 Another anonymous fan 
responded to this post, saying, “Me too. [I will] always try to forget [Liu]. 
She is not the one supposedly appearing in my world. I only hope that she 
will no longer trust anyone except herself.”34 Another fan referred to the 
removal of previously posted pictures of Liu on FSCN as “bubbles 
vanishing into thin air.”35 As these expressions illustrate, some slash fans 
had been well aware of Liu’s offscreen lesbian identity. Yet, fans’ 
suspension of their online queer readings of Liu when faced with evidence
of Liu’s sexual identity serves as the ultimate rejection of real-world 
lesbianism within FSCN. The updates on Liu’s thread stopped for more 
than one year after the scandal. In December 2011, when several fans re-
started the thread, it was transformed into a site for fans to primarily post 
pictures of Liu. Queer interpretations of her celebrity persona have 
become unpopular on the thread since then.

Conclusion

It is hard to determine the exact reason why Liu’s slash fans abandoned 
their queer reading activities. The silence on FSCN regarding Liu’s 
sexuality can, however, be read as an extreme strategy for “virtually-
closeted” queer fans to seek escape from the reality of heteronormative 
forms of backlash. It is possible that, after the unexpected revelation of 
Liu’s sexuality, some FSCN fans might have found it disturbing to continue 
fantasizing about and identifying with “real” lesbians and thus abandoned 
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this imagined community. It may also have been that the fans decided to 
remain silent so as to not contribute to public disputes over their idol’s 
real-life sexuality in the interest of protecting Liu’s privacy. 

Whatever the reasons may be, slash fans’ sudden silencing of their own 
queer desiring voices on FSCN indicates that, even in online slash 
fandoms, fans need to constantly negotiate hegemonic ideologies that 
define lesbianism in offline Chinese society as dishonorable, disturbing, 
and even monstrous. The scaling back of queer readings and slash 
writings on SG celebrities by fans on FSCN after learning these celebrities 
have acted on certain queer desires in their offscreen lives is an 
unfortunate case that illustrates the persistence of heteronormative, 
mainstream Chinese cultural values in virtual communities.
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